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ROBERT J. CONNORS 

University of New Hampshire 

The Rhetoric of Citation Systems 
Part I 

The Development of Annotation Structures from the 

Renaissance to 1900* 

Communication structures are inescapably social, and humanity throughout 
recorded history has striven to evolve conventions signaling the fair and proper 
use of the discourses of other people. Speakers and writers have always known 
that their "own" words are constantly co-evolving from and with the words of 
others, and from the earliest written records we see authors' attempts to quote 
and credit the works of those they used or admired. The field of rhetoric, 
especially in its written forms, where citations had to be visible and 
reproducible, inevitably evolved the most formalized conventions for signaling 
ethical use of others' work. The gradual formalization of written citation 
systems should not, however, blind us to their essentially rhetorical nature. 
Every formal structure implies a universe of meanings. Every formal structure 

*Readers will notice that this essay violates Rhetoric Review's own citation style, which follows 
New MLA in asking for endnotes rather than footnotes. I specifically requested this change of the 
editor, and she has graciously assented. As I will detail in the second part of the article, endnotes 
were a system that MLA went to in 1977 as the field of English became more populist and the main 
concern in manuscripts began to be ease of typing and cheapness of typesetting; no one argued, then 
or since, for any rhetorical superiority of endnotes over footnotes. Indeed, most people agree that 
from a reader's point of view, endnotes are a pain, whether they are citational or discursive. They 
force you to search and flip pages when a footnote would allow you to glance at the bottom of the 
column. The only virtue of endnotes is that they are easier to type on a typewriter. 

This move to endnotes was a situational decision by the MLA. The great word-processing 
revolution, which would within ten years create a technology that automatically measures and sets 
footnotes, came just a few years too late; now, of course, all WP programs and graphic programs 
used by printers can set footnotes automatically and without extra cost. So we're still living in the 
backwash of a pragmatic decision about note placement that predates our current typographic 
abilities. Of course, some authors, like Gibbon, may prefer to have their manuscripts run clean-page, 
without footnotes, as if they were not scholarship. That should be the call of each individual author. 
The reason I asked specifically that footnotes be used here is the same reason most literary journals 
have refused to switch to New MLA: I want to make my decisions about how my page will look to 
readers on a "rhetorical" basis. I have simply found footnotes a more precise system, allowing for a 
text/note dialogism that endnotes kill completely. And given the fact that the only footnotes still 
allowed by New MLA are discursive, that dialogism is even more important. 
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The Rhetoric of Citation Systems: Part I 

declares allegiances and counterallegiances. Every formal structure suggests the 
ethical and pathetic as well as the logical nature of a discourse. The seemingly 
"transparent" structures used in formal citation systems have always been as 
much products and reflections of social and rhetorical realities as all other 
elements of discourse. In this essay I want to trace the development of the 
rhetoric of citation systems in Western culture, especially as it has come to exist 
in the humanities and the social sciences. 

Today, of course, the whole issue of ownership, use, and citation of others' 
works is more vexed than ever before. Scholars have begun to look very 
seriously into the genesis of the concept of authorship, the ideas behind 
copyright and limits of intellectual property rights, ownership, and 
proprietorship of text. There is a small but growing literature on glosses and 
annotations of texts, and scholars begin to debate the meanings and property 
values of the margins of text and the foot of the page. I need to delimit the task I 
hope to accomplish here, since these questions ramify out in so many fruitful 
and dizzying directions. I want here to concentrate not on legal issues or even 
broad epistemological issues, but on the specific rhetorical, social, and stylistic 
questions that have been tied up in formal citation systems. I want to speak to 
the reasons why these systems evolved and proliferated, what they suggest about 
authors' feelings of debt and ownership, how they effect the ways we read and 
process text and the intentions behind it, and, finally, the effects on reading and 
writing of social decisions to promote and valorize new citation systems and 
subsystems. 

Glossing and Citation during the Renaissance 

How far back should we go? Glossing and annotation are as old as 
literature; the Hebrew Midrash glossing tradition has comprised a literature for 
twenty-four hundred years. Before the development of printing technology, 
every manuscript was copied by hand, usually for specific purchasers or for 
specific purposes. Those who have studied these older manuscripts have 
described how each one carried the imprint of a scribe; every text is commented 
on tacitly by the scribe or editor, even if it is copied faithfully. Each palimpsest 
is a sort of citation system; every annotated manuscript is an example of 
glossing and of the struggle for proprietorship (Lipking). To begin with 
individually scribed manuscripts and incunabula simply opens up the field too 
widely, which is why I propose to begin this inquiry with the advent of the 
newer forms of public communication made possible by movable type.1 

1 For discussion of some of the earlier forms of glossing and notation, see the essays in Barney as well 
as Grafton, The Footnote. 27-31. 
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The structure of the type-printed page is the ground on which all glosses, 
annotations, and citations exist; it is like the sculptor's marble or the artist's 
canvas and pigments, allowing some possibilities and constraining others. 
Johannes Gutenberg printed his Forty-Two Line Bible in Mainz in 1455, after 
developing his typefaces, casting methods, presses, type alloys, and inks in 
secret for at least ten years before. It took time, however, for printers to learn 
more complex uses of the printing frame structure that Gutenberg developed to 
lock his sticks of type into. The first marginal annotations used in printed texts 
do not appear until 1481 (Tribble 59); before that time, commentaries from 
editors were printed separately, or at least on separate pages. But once printers 
caught on to the possible uses of the locking forms, they quickly adapted 
manuscript styles of annotation to typography. 

The classic annotation form developed by scribal technology consisted of 
the widely spaced original text written in large, ornate letters, surrounded by 
opportunistic remoras of glossing text in much smaller letters. These were the 
scribal texts coming down into the printing technology of the High Renaissance, 
the cultural point at which a growing secular culture of learning was forced to 
come to grips with its relationships both to ancient texts and to contemporary 
commentators. The classical texts being rediscovered in monasteries and old 
villas spoke to the people of the Renaissance about a developed society, its 
thought and culture, its arts and philosophies, in an intoxicating manner. After a 
millennium of heavenly preoccupation, Europeans began seeking again the 
kingdom of earth, and the old texts were a way in. But the texts disagreed and 
were often incomplete, so careful comparative editing was needed to establish 
good texts. Arising from such editing came a need for informed historical and 
linguistic commentary, and from these industries came the first great wave of 
Western secular scholarship. 

Much has been written about the process through which classical learning 
began to become secular authority during the Renaissance.2 From Latin being 
the language of the Church and its doctors and clerks came the secular culture 
based around learned Latin that Walter Ong has described, a secular culture that 
lasted until the nineteenth century.3 Knowledge of the Latin and Greek classics 
in great detail (and with great and unforgiving rigor) became intellectual coin of 
the realm for European scholars from 1400 through 1900. And it was during the 
Renaissance that citation formats began to coalesce, to proliferate, and to 
disagree. Evelyn Tribble's Margins and Marginality provides thoughtful 
coverage of some of the elements of these beginnings. 

2 See, for considerable detail on the specifics of this process, Grafton, Commerce with the Classics. 

3 See Ong, Rhetoric, Romance, and Technology, 113-41, and The Presence of the Word, 241-55. 
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The first editions of the classical authors to be printed did not use margins 
or page bottoms, but included notes and annotations in separate printed 
signatures or appended after the works themselves. In 1481 a Venetian edition 
of Horace appeared with marginal commentaries by Acro and Porphyry, and 
after that point printers used the margins for glosses and notes in order to save 
the cost of paper-then, as now, the most costly of their materials. The early 
scholarly editors were often also the printers, and as soon as printers discovered 
the uses of margins, they immediately began to compete to see who could gather 
the most glossing commentary into margins. Editions of Horace appeared with 
two complete commentaries, then four, and in 1546 an edition appeared with 
five complete commentaries in the margins and notes by ten more humanists! 
These texts cum notis variorum (with the remarks of different commentators) 
were set up adjacent to each other in a complementary, additive way rather than 
as competitors, but by their sheer bulk, they came to overwhelm the original 
text, as Figure 1, a page from Sebastian Brant's 1502 edition of Virgil indicates.4 

But humanist scholarship was learning quickly that the simple ability to 
produce heaps of commentary in the margins might not mean that such additive 
comments were the most useful form. Aldus Manutius, the Venetian printer and 
editor who invented italic type, published in 1501 an edition of Horace that 
simply printed Horace's odes alone on the page. Aldus had done the necessary 
comparative scholarly editing, and he did include a few notes at the back of the 
book, but his edition was meant to showcase the edited text rather than merely to 
accrete the commentaries. It was Aldus's example that gradually prevailed, and 
by the 1570s, printers were printing classical works that showcased the original 
text while using the resources of typography to allow readers easy access to 
notes and comments, usually at the end of each original work. 

By this latter part of the sixteenth century, the humanist use of glosses, 
commentaries, and notes had become a whole discourse world unto itself. 
Constant reference to classical sources became a staple of all learned talk and 
writing, and the scholarly uses and correct citation of these sources had become 
demanded passwords into the discourse community of educated people. Tribble 
specifically cites the example of Ben Jonson, the printed versions of whose 
masques and plays were filled with a constant marginal roar of classical citation. 
More than any other English writer of the High Renaissance, Jonson seemed to 
feel that he needed to back his work up with endless references to his learning, 
and thus to insulate himself from the rejection of the hoi polloi by appealing to 
"the Learned." His Sejanus His Fall of 1605, for instance, carefully cites the 

4 Tribble reproduces a page of Ascensius's1519 Horace on which only two lines of an Horatian ode fit, 
the rest of the page being taken up with commentary. 
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classical authors from which Jonson drew his material in long marginal notes in 
Latin (Figure 2). Jonson takes advantage of the complete marginal glossing 
structure that scholars had been assembling for the previous century, citing with 
lower-case letters, mentioning specific editions, tomes, and pages, and in general 
battering any potential critics into silence with the weight of his research and 
learning. Such citation is, as David Bartholomae has said of writing itself, an act 
of aggression disguised as an act of charity. Jonson is not only signaling his own 
accomplishment here but is also indicating the nature of a "fit"-that is, an 
educated-audience. It is no accident of history that he was never as popular a 
playwrite as the less overtly learned Shakespeare. 

Jonson considered himself both an author and a scholar, but the issue of the 
proprietorship of the margins of a page was a natural site for conflicts and 
disagreements between authors and scholars. Writers were beginning to realize 
that they had rhetorical choices to make about their uses of notes and 
annotations, and that the typographic structures they chose would mark them as 
members of one or another kind of discourse community. In general, authors and 
writers chose to use fewer marginal notes and to use informal sets of citation 
symbols while scholars identified themselves through use of the complex full- 
cite, letter-and-number systems that used Latin terms. By the turn of the 
seventeenth century, these appurtenances of scholarship-and the ethos they 
projected-had become so well established in writing and publishing that they 
could be fit subjects for satire and criticism. 

One extraordinary example of the authorial attack on scholarly citations 
came in Thomas Nashe's hilarious Have With You to Saffron-Walden of 1596, 
an attack on the Cambridge scholar Gabriel Harvey. The basis of their quarrel is 
not apposite to this inquiry, but Nashe uses a huge armamentarium of sarcasm, 
parody, and outright insult against Harvey and the scholarly tradition he 
represented. In an earlier work, Pierce Pennilesse, Nashe had used scholarly 
Latin footnotes, but Harvey attacked him for searching "every corner of his 
Grammar-schoole witte, (for his margine is as deeplie learned, as Fauste precor 
gelida)" (1:195) in order to do so.5 Have With You, which is a response to 
Harvey' s Pierce's Supererogation, is structured as a dialogue, and it is clear that 
Nashe has disdainfully left the field of scholarly annotation to Harvey. One of 
the questioners asks Nashe why he does not use marginal notes, and his response 
is classic: 

5 
Harvey seems to be attacking Nashe here for his use of some poetic citations in marginal notes in 

Nashe's previous blast, Pierce Pennilesse. Harvey may also be asserting that Nashe's learning is not 
truly classical, going no farther back than the neo-Latin poet Mantuan, whose eclogue "Faustus: On 
Happy Love" is quoted here. 
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Import: ... I wonder thou setst not downe in figures in the margent, 
in what line, page, & folio a man might find everie one of these 
fragments, which would have much satisfied thy Readers 

Respon: What, make an Errata in the midst of my Booke, and have 

my margent bescratcht (like a Merchants booke) with these roguish 

Arsemetrique gibbets or flesh-hookes, and cyphers or round oos, 
lyke pismeeres egges? Content your selfe, I will never do it: or if I 
were ever minded to doo it, I could not, since, (as I told you some 
leaves before,) in more than a quarter of that his tumbrell of 
Confutation, he hath left the Pages unfigured; foreseeing by 
devination (belike) that I should come to disfigure them. (44) 

Here Nashe is engaging in his trademark flyting language, but he is also making 
a serious point about the slavish overreliance Harvey himself displays on 
classical sources, with only a quarter of his pages free of marginal notes. Nashe 
analogizes such notes to an Errata, or list of printing or research errors, often 
bound into books after they had been printed. In the few marginal notes he does 
use, he is never citational or scholarly. His notes are in English, are marked by 
Greek letters ("Arsemetrique gibbets or flesh-hookes") in a jibe at the scholarly 
apparatus of his opponents, and exist as parodic asides in a dialogue with the 
main text. Nashe is creating a new form here, using conventional marginal forms 
in order to make fun of scholarship and propriety (Figure 3). 

The satire of scholarly overkill that we see in Nashe is one of the earlier 
evidences of the author/scholar duality that was to present serious writers of the 
next two centuries with such complex rhetorical choices. On the one hand, 
serious writers during the period 1600-1800 knew that they could be rendered 
respectable only by showing their membership in the community of classical 
learning that defined education as control of the Greek and Latin writers. On the 
other hand, the gradually developing conception of "original composition" and a 
fear of scholarly affectation meant that one's classical learning must be worn 
lightly, must be in the service of precision rather than pedantry. This could be a 
difficult line to which to hew, and during this period we see authors attempting a 
variety of different solutions to the problem of how to indicate one's deep 
classical learning without the braggadocio of Harvey-style marginal notes. From 
the available models-biblical glosses, humanist classical annotations, even the 
railing satires of the Marprelate controversy and Nashe, Renaissance writers 
began to construct a rhetorical world of citation styles. 
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Figure 3 Thomas Nashe, Have With You to Saffron-Walden, 1596 
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The Agon of Biblical Glosses 

If secular writers were evolving a part of citational rhetoric, the religious 
controversies of the same time were central to the development of another part. 
The Reformation battle over glosses of the Bible also provides important 
background to the ways in which textual annotation works in Western culture. 
The beginnings of the religious glossing tradition were not agonistic, though 
they were complex. Figure 4 is a page from the Glossa Ordinaria, a thirteenth- 
century manuscript of a standard textbook-style work used in training priests 
and theologians in scriptural commentary. The biblical text was surrounded and 
penetrated by a variety of marginal and interlinear glosses and notes from 
different theologians and teachers, the more important of whom included 
Walafrid Strabo, Anselm of Laon, and Peter Lombard (Smalley 197-207). In this 
version the scribes have used medium-sized glossing letters for large blocks of 
rhetorical commentary and very small interlinear lettering for comments on 
specific words. (This is a system still used today by teachers of composition.) 
Printers adapted this structure by placing all the original text in the middle of the 
page, and creating a whole world of commentary from editor or theologians in 
large surrounding margins. 

By 1528 printing technology had advanced to the point where Nicholas of 
Lyra's printed Glossa Ordinaria could allow full marginal glosses, interlinear 
word-level glosses, and even extramarginal biblical citations (Figure 5). This 
Glossa was printed at Lyon; France was even then becoming famous for the 
precision and sophistication of its printers. Printed versions of the Glossa 
quickly found themselves at the center of the tremendous religious controversies 
swirling through the sixteenth century. It's not hard to see why. If we read the 
essential impulse behind the Reformation as a desire to free the word of God 
from layer upon layer of dogmatic institutional corruption, then the complex 
scriptural glosses of the Glossa Ordinaria could easily be read as that corruption 
made into text. The Glossa, with its layers of commentaria, commentariola, 
expositiones, glossae, glossulae, lectiones, lecturae, and postillae, represented 
the "official word" of canonical interpretation of all scriptural text, and thus 
Protestant writers condemned it as at best obscuring a direct relation with the 
scriptures and at worst providing incorrect or misleading ideas about them. As 
Philip Melanchthon wrote in 1518, "Now let's get rid of all these frigid little 
glosses, concordances, discordances and other such obstructions to our natural 
abilities. When our hearts have reflected upon the sources, we shall begin to 
discern Christ."6 

6 This was Melanchthon's inaugural address at Wittenberg, from the Latin Melanchthonis Opera in the 
collection of Reformation documents Corpus Reformatorum, 23. My amateurish translation. 
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Figure 4 Manuscript Glossa Ordinaria, thirteenth century 
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Figure 5 Nicholas of Lyra's printed Glossa Ordinaria, Lyon, 1528 
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The best treatment of this war of glosses is found in Tribble's first chapter, 
which details the wars of biblical glossing that went on in England during the 
period 1500-1630. The European Protestant intellectuals from Luther on 
attacked the whole tradition of marginal and interlinear glossing of biblical text 
that had gone on since the beginning of scholasticism in favor of exposing 
readers to the unmediated truth of scripture. They especially objected to the 
Glossa Ordinaria, in which even the large type of the scriptural passage does 
not prevent its being "swallowed up," as Tribble says, "in a sea of commentary 
both marginal and interlinear" (12). As William Tyndale put it, Catholics had 
"blinded the scripture . . . with glosses and traditions," and Tribble reads the 
Reformation as in part a struggle for control of textual margins and their 
proprietorship over the text they purport to serve. 

As might be guessed, Catholics generally supported the canonical readings 
found in the centuries-old Glossa, making the claim that they had the 
imprimatur of the holy councils and doctors of the church. The scripture itself 
was not, however, given centrality.7 For the Catholic Church, the traditions and 
doctrines found in canon law, in breviaries, and in missals were enough textual 
universe for average (literate) communicant, and there was little need for a 
direct, nonmediated source of scriptural text. Protestants, however, claimed 
complete primacy for scripture and for the individual's understanding of its 
meaning. At first, they simply condemned glossing, but since doctrinal 
divergences with Catholic traditions soon became evident and even 
standardized, and since Protestantism was so essentially text-based anyway, 
there soon arose a contesting set of Protestant glosses of scripture to rival 
orthodox Catholic ones. 

As the Reformation got under way, more than doctrine began to be at stake 
in the selection of one's biblical glosses. In England the uncertainty about what 
glosses might be acceptable under the new dispensation of Henry VIII's Church 
of England led to the printing in 1539 of the Great Bible, sponsored by Henry. 
The editors had originally meant to include annotations, but the entire question 
of which were doctrinally acceptable, and to whom, was so vexing that Miles 
Coverdale, the main editor, finally settled on a series of small pointing hands 
throughout the text, indicating passages that would have been glossed (with 

7 We might make the epistemic case, indeed, that citation itself, with the whole universe of socially 
sanctioned and instutionally underwritten knowledge it represents, is an essentially Catholic impulse. 
Uncited prose is out to find truth by itself, antinomian, animated by an inner light, and thus 
quintessentially Protestant. We might make that case. But we won't. 
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endnotes) had the glosses been allowed.8 Coverdale warned that those specific 
passages were pointed out so readers would know that no "private 
interpretation" of them would be countenanced; these passages were the 
property of the Church of England. The margins were mostly white space 
(Figure 6). 

Such doctrinal delicacy would not last long in the controversial world of the 
sixteenth century, however. The Protestants had too many actual doctrinal 
quarrels with Catholic dogma to long refrain from using the inviting margins of 
their bibles as battlefields. Edmund Becke's version of Matthew's Bible of 
1547, the English-made Geneva Bible of 1560, and the Bishops' Bible of 1568 
all plunged heavily into marginal glossing and complex, polemical citation 
systems. The Geneva Bible, free from the fears about state approval of 
controversial annotation because printed outside of England, was the most 
openly elaborate and particular in its marginal glossing, filling the margins of its 
pages with commentary. The Geneva Bible and Bishops' Bible show how 
typographical sophistication had grown by the 1560s; they both use textual letter 
citations-a, b, c, d-to refer to glosses printed in small type in the margins and 
at the foot of the page. The Bishops' Bible also uses a system of reference 
symbols ranging from the pointing hands of the Great Bible to asterisks and 
brackets. The discursive notes in these bibles are not signed and they do not 
reference specific theorists, but they do create a coherent Protestant reading 
using "expositions" or commentaries, "annotations" or specific 
translation/explanation notes, and references to typological precedents and 
cross-meanings in other biblical books. 

As might be expected, the Catholics fired back in this battle of annotation, 
bringing out in 1582 the Rheims New Testament. As opposed to the "heretical 

8 Our popular citation systems might have been very different if Coverdale had been allowed by Henry 
to use the original system of citations he proposed. In a letter to Cromwell, Henry's Lord Privy Seal, in 
August of 1538, Coverdale proposed a much more complete system of annotations for the Great Bible. In 
addition to the pointing hand, indicating "some notable annotacion," Coverdale wanted to use a three-leaf 
clover, indicating that "vpon the same texte there is diuersite of redynge amonge the hebrues, Caldees and 
Grekes and latenystes," the feather, showing "that the sentence written in small letters is not in the hebrue 
or Caldee, but in the latyn," and finally the dagger, indicating that "the same texte which followeth it, is 
also alledged of christ or of some apostle in the newe testament" (Pollard 237-38). Cromwell refused 
permission for any marks except the pointing hands, and then refused permission for Coverdale's 
proposed table explicating them. Had he not, we might today be using tiny clovers and feathers rather 
than asterisks and crosses. 

t * dI 
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Figure 6 The Great Bible, 1539 
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corruptions and false deductions" found in the Protestant bibles, the Rheims 
version proposed to show "the Apostolike traditions, the expositions of the holy 
fathers, the decrees of the Catholike Church and the most auncient Councels." 
Whoever ignored these solid sources in favor of "his private judgement or the 
arrogant spirit of these Sectaries," says the Preface, "shall worthily through his 
own wilfulness be deceived." The Rheims New Testament used a system of 
endnote glosses following each chapter of each book of the New Testament. 
This is one of the first usages of endnotes I have found, and they are used here to 
solve a Catholic rhetorical problem: how do you appear to foreground the 
scriptural text when you actually have such a massive glossing apparatus to 
purvey? The older marginal method of the Glossa was not meant to be put into 
agonistic play in this way, and it was under attack itself. The Rhemish scholars 
therefore determined on endnotes-a method we will see authors turn to again 
and again to minimize the rhetorical effect of extensive notational apparatus. 
The source of each gloss is marked in the text with a double quotation mark ("), 
referring the reader to the notes at the end of the chapter (Figure 7). The notes, 
which sometimes take up considerably more space than the passages they gloss, 
are written in a mixture of English and specialized citational Latin; they assume 
an audience already educated in the Vulgate and in biblical notation. The 
interpretations in these notes, unlike the anonymous Protestant notes in the 
Geneva Bible, were often attributed to orthodox Catholic theologians from 
Ambrose to Cyprian to Augustine to Gregory. They are overtly polemical, often 
referring to Protestants as "the adversaries" or "the hereticks." The work 
assumes familiarity with a body of commenting literature; it uses specialized 
Latinate "insider" terminology to direct readers around within its field of 
interlocking claims and support; it uses these citations to support specific textual 
positions recognizable within a discourse community; and it backs its positions 
by careful reference to accredited masters working previously within that 
community. The Rheims New Testament is, in other words, a scholarly work of 
a completely recognizable sort. 

The Rheims New Testament also introduces in a very clear fashion the two 
elements of citation style that would ever after exist: the dialogic (or substantive 
or discursive) note and the citation (or reference) note. The dialogic note, which 
carries on a running subcommentary in relation to elements of the main text, is 
still used today in all systems of citation; it simply represents rhetorical 
possibilities that can't be achieved through any other typographical convention. 
The citation note is meant to provide a very specific kind of access to the 
sources used or quoted by the author. Instead of vaguely declaring, "As St. 
Augustine says . .. ," the citation note states that "This quote is found in St. 
Augustine, De Doctrina Christiana, Book 4, Augsberg edition of 1501, page 
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t OLY 78 T H , GOS p t CHA. XXVI. 
weeka face with the palmes ofthir hands t faying,Prophecic vnto 68 

vs 0 Chrift: vvho is he that ftrooke thee! 
t But Peter fite vvithout in the court: and there came to 69 

him one' vvenche,Gying:Thou alo vvaft vvith 1 E s Y s the 
Galilcan. t But he denied before them all, faying, I 'vot not 70 
vvhat thou fayeft. t And as he vvcnt out ofthc garc,an other 7 
vvcnche fav him, and the faith to them that vvere there, 
And this fclovv alfo vas vvith 1 E s v s the Nazarite. t And 7z 
againe he denied vith an othe, That 1 knovv nut the man. 
t And afctr alitlethey came that froode by, and raid to Peter, 73 

Surely thou alfo art of them: for eucn thy rpeache doth be- 
vvray thee. tThen he began to curfc and to fvveare that 74 

the LtAD do heknevve not the man. And incontinent the cock crcvve. 
anlwc in the t And Peter remembted the vvord of I E vs v vhich he had 75 Ctcb= SC - faid, Before the cockc crovv, thou fhalt deny me thrilic. Atld 

goingforth, he vvept bitterly. 

ANNOT ATIONS 
CHAP. xIv T . 

.T7birwtral.. Coftbeftowed vpon Chrills body then aluebeing to the fame not neccraty, 
Coftvp6 Chfu-f fiemed to the difdples lol and fruitles fo the like lbcfowcd rpon the lame bod in the Sacra- 

aurise, & ment, rpon altan, or Churches, feemcth to the finple loft. or lfc mernitorious, the ifthefame 
etC beRoved vpo t po ore. w 

.Gw,re.] Coll bdtowed for religion, deuotion and fignification. isa meitorious 
eclcefe of tbe worke. and often mo re meritorious then to gue to the poore. though both bevery good!. and in 4 
poore. fome cafethe poorcare to be precfcnd: yea * in ccrtainc cafcs ofnccctfity the Cbuich wil breakcti. 0 

the very c6eccratcd vfcrls and iwels of eiluerandgold,aud beflow them invttkes of mercy. But ' ' 
we may rmember very wvl. and oturfathers knew it much better, that the poose ec then bclt l' 
seleuced,whce moil was bellowed vTnn the Church. 

r,.Hw net.) We hauc him not in vilible maneras he conuerfed on the earth with his dirciplei, 
Chrif alwaics needing rclccfe like othert pone tne :but we bate him afreran odier ti)rt in the P. Sacrament, and 
with vs in the yet hauc him truly and really the felffne body. Therforc be faith, they fhould not hauc him, 
L. Sacrament. bccaufc they fhould not fo bauc him,but aftr an othertncra . as when he aid Lse. s as though 

be wcrc not then with them, nlm I wmwitby,u. 
a. TWe'l .) It nmull nedes bca great myflcric that be was to workc in the infituion ofhec 

A wonderful new Sacrifice by the maniclous tranfinutati6 ofbread and wine into his body and blotid. w hercas 

mytlCric in the hc admitted nonc,althot!gh many pcrfnt in the citic)hut the tweluc A polles,vvhich were alrcady 
inflitnrion of taught to belecue it wthout conrtadQiinn o. *, and wetc to hauc tleh adminifr3rion asid conil- 
the . Saca- cration :hereof by the Odcr of Pricflhod,Which alfo was there geurn the t.. that purpofc. hereca 
acnt, at the eatii.g ofthc Pafchal 1ambe al the lamilic was wnnt to be prctirit 

". He teekebrrfd.) 
l Ire at oncc is inllitistcd, for the continuance of the external ofEc oft 

Chrifins crertal Prit fthod according to the orticr of MClchifcdec. both a SacrIfcc a.::d. a Sacrament. 

though the Scnpturcs etc neitilher ofthete nanes to thisaaion: and our Adurrfarics without al 
The holy F.?- 

teafon .r religion accc tptin a fort the nnc and vttctly dey tile otlcr. A Sacrice, in that it i nr- 
cthail is both a deited to continew the memory of Chrifics death attd oblation vpnn the (Croilc. and the appli- 
Sacrifcc and a cationnfthe gencral erttethereo to otur patt icular tf ccllthi.Cl by c6tcr.ttiug the fcucrai cicnrits, 
Sacrament, not ioto (hr.ltcs whole pcrlen .s it vastortie of tic virgin or now isin hIetuct. bit tlie bread 

into his bo,y apart s treds beraic bnkrn. atid cItit n for .,t : the u, ie ;tt his htloti d apan. as fhcd 
outi of his body Isrrecmiliot; of fitncs an.l dcdicratnn ofith new Teflamcnt,it'hich he cotditifins 
of hist rrfon as he w'as in facrih??c *nl oblation. in a, hiich myflictl and1 visipethabl m.anr, he 
'uulJ hauc thc Ciurch to of,: and Lacrificc him d.lily, and hc in it>llcricatd SaciztnAncit lycth. 

thoutgh 

Figure 7 The Rheims New Testament, 1582 
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31." The full citation is the key here, for it assumes that the reader is immersed 
enough in the universe of the discourse to want to follow it back to specific 
points in the source works. It invites the reader to doublecheck the point and 
accuracy of the quotation or idea cited. Citation notes thus assume a dialogic 
seriousness themselves, treating the reader as a respected co-owner of textual 
knowledge who is owed a full exposition of the workings and backing of the 
argument.9 

The predictable outcome of the battle of biblical glosses that took up the last 
part of the sixteenth century was a version in which the scriptural text itself 
represented only a minor percentage of the work, with the majority of text being 
devoted to glossing controversy and agonistic refutation. This book, a New 
Testament published by William Fulke in 1589, was a direct refutation of the 
Rheims New Testament. For every note created by the Rheims commentators, 
Fulke created a counternote, publishing the entirely of the Catholic gloss and 
then his refutation of it side by side (Figure 8). Determined to undermine the 
authority of the Rheims text by using what Bruce Lincoln calls "corrosive 
discourse" (Authority 78), Fulke was as adept at using patristic sources as the 
Rhemish scholars, and his New Testament reads less like scripture than like 
extended warfare. As Tribble says, "The plain text, which Tyndale so boldly 
foregrounded some fifty years before, itself almost disappears in this battle for 
control. The central impression of Fulke's volume is that of competition and 
contestation: competing typefaces, competing notes, competing interpretations. 
In this manifestation the printed page becomes a locus for a bitter struggle over 
possession of the text" (50). 

Finally, this battle of glosses was brought to an end in England by James I's 
determination that his approved biblical translation would contain no glosses. 
James was concerned by the increasing vituperation in glossing and by the 
antimonarchical tone in some of the glosses of the Geneva Bible. In 1603 he 
called his counselors together and gave orders for a new translation. "Marry, 
withal, hee gave this caveat . . that no marginall notes should be added, having 
found in those which are annexed to the Geneva translation ... some notes very 
partiall, untrue, seditious, and savouring too much of daungerous and trayterous 
conceites" (Summe and Substance, in Pollard 46). James's instructions to his 
bishops and translators was to use no marginal glosses except small cross- 
marked comparative notes referencing parallel passages in other biblical books 

9 For the Rheims scholars, sending readers back to Augustine was also use of the topic of authority. But 
direct reference to specific sources is a double-edged sword for authors whose readers are antagonistic 
and may disagree about interpretations-as Fulke's Bible was to show. 
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or variant readings of words. (This usage marks the first time crosses as well as 
asterisks were used in citation systems.) 

Thus the English-speaking world was presented with the stripped-margin 
Authorized Version of 1611, which we know as the King James Bible. It 
became the standard English Bible, bringing to a sudden halt the contention of 
agonistic glosses that threatened to make the Holy Scripture a perpetual 
battleground. But despite the forced conclusion to this war of glosses-in 
England, at least-it left in the hands of Renaissance editors, scholars, and 
printers an entire heritage and technology of annotation methods, page and form 
setups, citation structures, and the necessary symbol and italic fonts. We might 
think of the sixteenth century, with its quickly developing printing technology, 
its linguistic inventiveness, its political and religious disagreements, as having 
created a sort of hothouse within which our entire system of scholarly 
authorization and citation grew rapidly. Its evolution of classical scholarship 
with all of the hierarchical and competitive elements of comparative work, its 
battles of competing bible glosses, driven by passionate emotional commitments 
to truth and the creation of reality through textuality, and its ever-increasing 
access to texts of all kinds were the cradle of modern Western literacy practices. 
Although, as Tribble says, at the beginning of the seventeenth century "the legal 
and cultural mechanisms that will result in a fully proprietary conception of 
authorship have yet to be formed," the physical and textual structures through 
which they will be formed have been invented (57). 

Enlightenment Experimentation and Formalization 

The technae of citations and annotations would move forward through 
experimentation. Several formats were tried and abandoned by the gentleman- 
authors of the seventeenth century. Robert Burton, in his 1621 Anatomy of 
Melancholy, used a system of text-based translations into English of his classical 
sources, with the original Greek and Latin (and citation information) in 
numbered marginal notes (Figure 9). Burton was one of the few early users of 
citations to present actual quotations from his sources rather than summaries or 
paraphrases. Though his quotation structure has some problems of readability 
because it interrupts the reading of the main text for citation information, using 
the margins for Latin and Greek original versions, at least Burton is using 
quotes.10 Thomas Browne, in his Urn-Burial of 1658, eschewed the specific 

10 Burton's rhetorical choices here probably reflect the linguistic transition of his times. More and more 
English people were being taught reading and writing in their native language, and Burton used the 
system he did to provide readers who had no classical languages with translations they could read while 
allowing classical language speakers to check and rate his translations. Burton may also be continuing 
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pamt.Sec2. . CajfesofmeLn cbh_y. Mcmb.y.Subf.3. 
:26 onely.Iam of Capivaccias mind for my part. Now this hu- 

mor according to Salviwur, is fomctime in the fubftancc of 
the Braine, fomctimcs contained in the Membranes and tu- 
nides that couer the Braine, fomutmes in the paffages ofthe 
Vcatrides ofthe Braine,or veincs ofthofe Ventricles. It fol- 

* Metab.i. lowes many times a Threnfie,long ditafe.r,agues,l ng abode i 

upi a dit hoteplaces,or vnder the Sn, blow on the head, as ,khfts in- 
P phrtifw fortucth vs: Psi addes folitaritncf, wakinginflammations 

tf aE;. ofthc head ,proceeding moft part b from much vfc offpices, 
fptaffaem hotce wines,hote meats; all which Montans reckons vp con. 
CPae. fC.23. fA;2. for Melancholy Icw; and Hernia repeates cap.i.t 
b ..s . r. nst ii,hotebathes,garlick,onions, faith Gianeriu, bad 
,, ka *t- aire,corruptrmuch ? waking 8c. retcntion offeed,or abun- 
af.,afSi", dance,fiopping ofhaorrogei,the Midriffc miffafrccd; and 
fer. according to TraSlU rl.i. 6. immoderate cares, troubles, 
c cw awa grnfes,difonten,ftudy,mcditation,and i aword,the abufc 

tirwfr M ' ofall thofe 6. non-naturall things. Hercus de SaxniA cap. 
.7 ' y '/ t.6.lib,:. .will haueit caufedfioma dcautery,or boyle dryed 

, , x.y vp,or any iTue. Amam Lftancent. . irar 67.giuesin- 
-. ffanceina fliow that hada boyle inhis arme,nd e aftr that 
: 

A6bUe F t M wCausrd,ran mad,andwhen the wouxnd.w open, he war cxred 
Wr eiAn agix e. TriwaveTcdnfJl.1 .lib.. hath an example of a 

imaeig inlancholy man focaufd by overmuch continuanc in the 

'aurl fiun,freqsent vac ofVenery,and iiiunodcrate exerfe. And 
c - defk. minhisril. si .# . froib.t f fomn nhcadpccc overheated,which 

caured headmelancholy.o.ptr Canir tbrings in Cardinal 
Cafa for a patterne o ofuch as are o melancholy by long ' 

udy:ibut oxamnplesare infiiite. 

SV SEICT. 4. 
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Figre...... 9: ,- R-obr .Burton Aa- of Mlnhy 162tuous 

Figure 9 Robert Burton, Anatomy of Melancholy, 1621 

in his citation forms the elaborate knowledge game he is playing with the reader. But it is an 
inescapably transitional system and provides a bumpy read. 
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citation structures of Burton, and provided no source information except 
author's name and title, but his margins were still active with overt display of 
classical learning (Figure 10). Without wanting to appear antiquarian, or 
"scholarly" in a pedantic way, Burton and Browne still need to appear learned 
and "authorial," and they cannot do so without some classical structure. 

By the end of the seventeenth century, the scholar-author division had 
become fairly rigid, largely as a result of the rise of empirical science and of the 
first great generation of serious textual scholars at English universities. It is 
difficult for those trained up in standard English literary history to see these men 
in any original light, for they have come down to us in literary tradition as comic 
figures, pedants and buffoons. They had the bad fortune to be the enemies and 
butts of Alexander Pope and Jonathan Swift in one of the best-documented- 
and one of the most partially reported-intellectual controversies of the late 
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries: the "Ancients and Moders" battle. 
Though the scholars may have won this intellectual battle against the authors, 
they lost the historical war and are known today, if at all, as hapless targets. The 
three greatest of this first generation of textual scholars were William Wotton, 
Richard Bentley, and Lewis Theobald. Their defense of Enlightenment learning 
was the first serious indication that English culture had reached a point at which 
it could begin to transcend rather than merely to merely appropriate the classical 
sources and writers. 

Wotton, Bentley, and Theobald, though they may not have been 
entertaining or popular figures as Pope and Swift, were the first Englishmen to 
apply the tenets of critical thought and the relatively new discipline of textual 
editing and analysis to moder as well as ancient sources. Respect for the 
findings of the new science, careful comparative scholarship ranging easily from 
the classics through Milton, and willingness to stand their ground against 
powerful and sometimes aristocratic intellectual foes mark the work of these 
writers. The first gun was fired in 1692, when Sir William Temple's "Essay on 
Ancient and Modern Learning" made the case that the ancients surpassed the 
moderns in all branches of human endeavor. Contemporary scholars fought back 
in print. Wotton's 1694 work Reflections upon Ancient and Modern Learning 
was less a condemnation of Temple or of classical works than it was an 
impressive demonstration of the scope and power of modern discoveries. The 
book looks familiar to us today because the scholarly apparatus in it is 
essentially modern-a simple and easily read form of the humanist marginal 
citation notes that had been evolving for the previous century, defined by 
repeating alphabetical notes that give complete bibliographical information 
(Figure 11). Wotton's page is clean, his marginal citations clear and apposite. 
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ll^ l; CymW-G rden, Or' 

fquare. For tho they might be ix. 
teen i Rank F od tie, yet when the 
tiut clofe, fo that the fixt pike advanced 
before the firf, though the number 
might be fqoare, the figure was oblog, 
anfwerable unto the Quincunciall qua- 
drare of Cartiw.According to this fquare 
Tbcydide delivers, the AtbhdaW dif- 
pofed their battle againf the Lacedemoni 

f t :Aw- a: f brickwife, and by the fame word 
the Learned cGulss expoundeth the qua- 

s Steuiw drate ofg irgil, after the form of a brick 
Ii:e qa or tile. dret. Corn. . 
tme c. in And as the firft flation and pofition of 
Vris. trees, fo was the firft habitation of meo, 

not in round Cities, as of later foundati- 
pn; For the form oflabayl the firt Ci- 
ty was fquare, and fo ihall alfo be the 
laft, according to the defcription of the 
holy City in the Apocalyps, The famons 
pillars of Seth before the foud, had alfo 
the like foundation, if they were but 
amtidiluvia Obelisks, and fuch as ChAm 
and his Pieytias race, imitated after the 
Floud. 

But Nineveh which Authours acknow- 
ledge to have exceeded Babalon, was of 

"D?d. Sic. a h longilatcrall figure, ninety five Fur- 
longs 

Figure 10 Thomas Browne, Urn-Burial and Cyrus-Garden, 1658 
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174 RefleJion.r xpon 
learn who firt found out the Properties 
of Convex and Concave Glaffes in the 
Refra&ion of Light. Dr. Plot has col- 
leaed a great deal concerning F. Bacon, 
in his Nutmral Hjory of Oxfordfbire; 
which feens to put it out of doubt that 
he knew that great Obje&s might appear 
little, and finall Objeas appcar grat; 
that diflant Otje&s would feem near, 
and near Obce&s feem afar off, by diffec 
rent Applications of Convex and Con- 
cave Glaffes ; upon the Credit of which 

D) DiOp- Authorities, Mr. Molixesx (u) attributes MC*, P-19- 
2627thc Invention of Spe&acles to this lear- 

258. ned Friar, the Time to which their ear- 
lieft Ufe may be traced, agreeing very 
wel with the Time in which he lived; 
but how far F. Baou went, we know 
not: So that We muff go into Hollnd for 
the firft Inventors of thefe excellent In- 
firuments, and there they were firif found 

o)Borel. out by one ZXvkiariis 'Jowanidie (o), a 
fui~de wroSpe&acle.nmaker (p) of Middleburgb in 
T~ Z3lausd ; in 1590 o() he prefented a Tel- 

p3g. 0. lefcope of Two Glaffes to Prince Mearice, 
ibid.and another to Arch-Duke Albert, the 

(q)ib'id. former of whom apprehending thatthcy 
"'a. 

3. might be of great Ufe in War, defired 
him to conceal his Secret. For this Rea- 

Q) Diop- fon, his Name was fo little known, that 
tic. neither Des Cartes (r) nor GerhArd Vof- 

fins1 (f) 

Figure 1 1 William Wotton, Reflections upon Ancient and Modern Learning, 1694 
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A few years later, the battle became specifically textual. Bentley's 1697 
Dissertation upon Phalaris, a critical examination of Charles Boyle's careless 
edition of the spurious Epistles of Phalaris, drew down upon him the satire of 
Jonathan Swift, friend of Boyle and Temple, in The Battle of the Books and The 
Tale of a Tub. And Theobald angered Pope when in 1723 he took the poet to 
task for his careless editing of Shakespeare in Shakespeare Restored, leading to 
Pope's attack on him-and on Bentley-in the Dunciad and then in the Dunciad 
Variorum, Pope's satire on pedantic scholarship. These works show that citation 
systems were shifting. Printers were finding that their older methods-based in 
their imitation of the scribal techniques of leaving large margins for learned 
annotations-were harder to set in type, requiring two sticks per line per form. 
Paper, too, was dearer than ever, and extending the text closer to the edge was a 
natural move. But what, then, could be done with the marginal notes as the 
margins contracted? They could be placed at the bottom of the page and marked, 
as marginal notes had been marked, by letters, numbers, or symbols. Thus, 
around the turn of the eighteenth century, we finally come to the use of 
footnotes. 

They probably began on the Continent. The evolution of scholarly apparatus 
had been ongoing, especially in continental Europe, for more than two hundred 
years, and by the later seventeenth century, it had attained considerable 
sophistication and analytical methodology. One key text is Louis-Sebastien le 
Nain de Tillemont's massive Ecclesiastical Memoirs of 1693, which is a history 
of the first six centuries of Christianity. Tillemont exhibits clearly how 
sophisticated authors and printers on the Continent had become since the 1650s 
(Figure 12). In this English translation from 1731, we see that Tillemont was 
using no fewer than three forms of citation structure: a numbered marginal 
system cross-referencing other parts of the book, a Greek-letter footnote system 
referencing the scriptures and the church fathers, and a symbol footnote system 
underneath it for dialogic notes and commentary. Here, indeed, is God's plenty. 

But Tillemont's church history was a specialized book. Anthony Grafton's 
The Footnote: A Curious History, which deals with the epistemic evolution of 
footnote content in historical scholarship, places the birth of moder footnoting 
methodology with Pierre Bayle's Dictionaire Critique et Historique in 1697 
(192-99). Beginning with the credulous and sometimes fictionalizing antiquaries 
and compilers of the earlier Renaissance and with the ecclesiastical historians 
from Eusebius on, careful comparative and analytical historical methodologies 
gradually emerged during the sixteenth century and were tested and refined 
during the seventeenth. Jacques-Auguste de Thou, Joseph Scaliger, Cesare 
Baronio, Athanasius Kircher, Mosheim, Tillemont, and many other Renaissance 
historians and scholars helped to create the early Enlightenment intellectual 
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Saint P AUL, i65 
his particular friend, but as a General of the chriftian army, as a iicn, as a A. D. 4+3 
burning and nifiing lamp, as a voice capable of founding through the whole 
earth. 4 Having found him, he brought him to ' Antioch, where they Note c2. 
lived a whole year, * going to the affembly of the church, and inftnlaing a ? x."";, 
great number of infidels. * No one difturbed the progrefs of the faith by i??""f4 
any perfccution, [which proceeded fo far as to oblige S. Paul to remove; 
though there might be one of lefs violence:] ' For in the fourth century 
they fhcwed fome caverns at the foot of the mountain near Antioch, whither 
they held that this apoftle retired, and concealed himfelf. 

A It was no finall happinefs to Antioch to have been the * firlf city, fays 
S. Chryfofom, that had S. Paul for it's preacher, and to have enjoyed him fo 
long: [For we lhall fee, that he returned thither feveral times.] But the 
preaching of S. Paul procured to it another honour, which renders it illufrious 
throughout the whole church. > For it was at Antioch, that the difciples 
began at that time to be called by the name of Chrifians; 

' which title com- 
municating to us the adorable name of J E SU s C H R I ST our Saviour, renders 
us alfo partakers of all the others that belong to him, and obliges us to flew 
forth the vertues and perfections thereof in our life. S.Gregory Nyffen fays, 
that it was by the order of the apoftles, that we were called by this tide. a un 1 

Another Father is of opinion, that dithe Holy Spirit was pleafcd in this 4"" 
manner to fulfil what the prophets had promifed, that God would give a 
new name to his fervants. ' And fince there was no name upon earth to 
be found diat was common to us, becaufc we are not one people, but a 
collecion of different nations, it was neceffary that we hould receive one 
from heaven. I Hitherto they who had embraced the faith, were called TI'fe 
of tL'e way, [which fignifies nothing in particular,] or Difciples, or Believers. 
But the title of Chriftians prevailed in a little time above all the others. 
[It was immediately carried from Antioch to Rome, if it be true, that 
3. Peter, who ufes the word in his firft epifle, wrote that epiftle this year, 
* as fome are of opinion. The Pagans had hardly any other name for our 'SeS-Peter, 
religion:] ' but not knowing the myRfery of the divine unction, from whence ? aS, 31. 
the word Chriftian is derived in the Greek, they took it from - another 
word of the fame language, which fignifies good and ufeful. 

* While S. Paul was at Antioch, fevcral prophets came thither from Jemu- 
falem, one of whom named Agabus foretold, that there would be a great 
famine throughout the whole earth; s which accordingly happened in the 'See theDef 
days of Claudius who reigned [at that time,] " and in the fourth year of ' Z 

his ' reign. ' This famine, by which God punidhed the fins of the Pagans A D. 44 
and the malice of the Jews againfl the apofUles, was an advantage to the 
Chriftians. For it gave them an opportunity of pradtifing divers vcrtues I 
' and contributed to unite the Gentiles, [who were the principal part of the 
church of Antioch,] to the Jews who had embraced the fith in Judaa. 
[The latter ' had quitted their eftates, or been pillaged of all that they had. SeeS.Peter) 
I For which rcafon the Faithful of Antioch refolved to fend them relief, 5' 7i 
every one according to his ability. -S. Paul and S. Barnbas carried their alms 
to Jcrufalem, where they delivered them into the hands of the priefs. 

4 Ads ax. v.25, a36. * Chry. h. a. p. a3. d, e. Thdrt. v. P. c. a. 
p. 782a . c Chry. p. 233. 3 ARs x. v. . Nyf. hri. t. 
p. 27o.1 pcrf.a p. 95. d. s p. "-9. d. C Cyr. cat. 17. p. . b. *Arab. 

f. 36. p. 6S. Chry.in A. . 25. p. 33 b . C.Lap.ib. p. 3. 
Bar. 45- . i 3-. Ats t. v. 27, 38. A uh. Chry. in A& h.a. 
p.- 33- d, e. r p. p 5. b. f Ars xs. v. z9, 30. 

* [S. Paul ha d he pr th atAntiochin the ca prac ity of a docor. 
Damsficus, and pcrhas lilewife in Arabia and .As z. '. a. 
other placs. But it may be faid, dt he was t ftecad of C iw they laid Crfei"w, 
not, as far as appeas looked on then s any from the greekword . .t.- a . 
more thn as an ordinary difipl,] whereasc le T p. T.3-t. 5s.- . 4 '. -. 367. 

Ecc. Mem. Yol. . L U u Th 

Figure 12 Louis-Sebastien Le Nain de Tillemont, Ecclesiastical Memoirs of the Six First 
Centuries: Made Good by Citations from Original Authors, 1694, translation 
of 1731. 
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culture within which claims must be supported by marginal or footnoted 
evidence, and Bayle's Dictionaire took full advantage of their work. 

Bayle was an extraordinarily learned polymath, and his typographical 
choices were to have a powerful effect on subsequent writers and printers. The 
Historical and Critical Dictionary was printed in large folio volumes with tall 
columns of small print. Each page is set up with a relatively small amount of 
entry text at the top of the folio columns, followed by the larger bulk of Bayle's 
dialogic "Remarks" (indicated by capital letters) underneath, and finally, with 
citation notes in the margins (Figure 13). Like Tillemont, Bayle colonized the 
foot of his page, and the dialogic possibilities it offered him were definitive of 
his work. The Dictionary was seen as a vital, if polemical, work of learning and 
reference throughout learned Europe. The book was translated, widely read, 
heatedly argued over, and almost every educated European came to know its 
typographic formula. After Bayle, the foot of the page becomes a much more 
important site for notes (though his own citation notes were in the margins), and 
marginal notes gradually give way to footnotes.11 

Though it may have been Tillemont or Bayle, no one knows for sure what 
book was first printed with footnotes rather than marginal notes. The two 
systems continued side by side for some time. The first English book I have 
found with true footnotes is the 1710 fifth edition of Swift's Tale of a Tub. The 
first edition of 1704 had used only marginal notes in the old style, but by 1710 
Swift had changed the typography to use both marginal notes and footnotes 
marked by symbols.12 Swift meant this promiscuous use of notational structure 
as part of his satire of the new learning, but he did not invent it (Figure 14). By 
1720 footnotes were a standard system, and marginal notes became rarer and 
rarer. The last purely marginal notes I have found in a serious scholarly book are 

11 Even in the atmosphere of proliferating scholarly seriousness of 1703, however, we still see some 
serious divisions on the question of notes and their contents. Grafton quotes Jean-Baptiste Thiers' 
criticism of Boileau's L'Histoire des Flagellans of 1700, which Thiers considered full of officious and 
unnecessary citation information. "Often," huffed Thiers, "he cites the year and place of publication of 
books, the names of the printers or publishers, the pages and leaves of the books.... What purpose do 
all of these meticulous and affected citations serve, except to enlarge his history?" (qtd. in Grafton, The 
Footnote, 219-20). Such criticism may seem strange to us, but to Thiers, used to the older gentleman- 
amateur-antiquarian tradition, Boileau's "booksellers' learning" was pedantic and superfluous. Boileau 
was operating within a newer scholarly tradition that would, during the next hundred years, coalesce 
into something very like modem historical methodology; naturally, we tend to understand him better. 

12 The genesis of these various symbols presents an interesting problem. They seem to have been cast as 
type by early printers and to have been added to as needs arose. In order of their generality of use, they 
came to include the asterisk, the cross or dagger, the double asterisk, the double cross, the double 
dagger, the two vertical lines, the three vertical lines, and the doubled parentheses (section mark or 
whirlwind). 
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AR I S T O T F 39 
une bl11c mort & il jouir dc la (R) fccilirt rccrnelle. II compofa un ' rI 
trcs-rand nombre de livrcs, d ont unc aflz bonnc partic ct parvcnucjufqucs a I 
nous. 1 cft vrai quc ccrrtins Critiques formerin nilic doutcs fur ccla. Nous . ;,a,~, 
parSons des avanrures d: c ccs livrcs d&ns les rcmarques * fur I'arcic Trrarnio . ^Ad,rn- 
11 fuc cxtrcncmcnc honorc dans fa (S) pacric, & il y a cu des heretiqucs (T) ,;. x,7, . 
qui vcncroicnr fon image conjoimemnrc c avcc cc!lc dc JEsus-CHIST. Jc n'ai 
point trouve quc Ics Antinomicns portaff nt i tls d refqeu j e/ie 'Par q s't Pi. 
l]i f ee. ;ncreee, * ni quc Ics Aetiens aqent eht excommuneezs parce qu 'is don- t,. 6e 

(t) ca. donnit beatr?up Defleurs C:beo'imes nfont q'on lc cha(fi c:ufc de fc bonncs maeurs 
"; 3. ,tOUetcs chi.rcSa, qi o ris lr cur orignc & Pr:err rsa e 't pulfl ( b) Ab.,s. () Lit. f. 

aJ ,.foocamt fiUr cc qu'l di t n fon premicr li- Gre-frus (i) SLi Ci difrce ccnrrc Sepulvecda ?t' 
& 

rj.n. 3 r edu cide pirla=r d com-nbrIc t dir A touchan 'Ar , ne daue Fm qu'i,''1. 3 
u? *.if # paif sA5set acaians ps . Xcs rct" t i tst ieise pr re bfxnnlenfaetoitrfvirt veLs 

")' ,Jin ? s, Tf .i;c 4ie sc e s9,;, =w T '. 3- nWtRx eff;'ci n rmleit k r ediur e , de reudre di(.) Dew .- 

h Sn^tOf'- " *c'c-ar-di, 2 pter b.c n x- ide!cs cut r e'es ero esr W'lt x qn y( Dies. n -L 
Antls .It ,,tI uL'mee fumpts pesnde atque quLtsimUia fetl. Nous aas dorc aoen (a aronc un if L- *" 

V,j- lt- nl5 , &'ia Dterumfacrficriiu celebrandis Mae fe- ti Refil pour Ib v;syc Religion. Ongencs me, 
^^f n le^a"nDs. Duqacl pallea on ne faurait cnclurc (ti a f'avoraknicnt incteprrit csict ftc d'A- l' v- 
M n atrccbo, linon quArmiofo- c dIt quel'on e riftne , car Joa q'al cexplque lec rpi pr' 'c 

uat. n Cervoit en fan tcs su nombrc dc uroisaux s- no- tc Scigncur (1) done a fes Ap6'trcs d clure Lj . 
i ics cics CC qui nous eftc aufli temnoni par 't evlei its al frine erfecturte, ds uat ;- tw, C.L. 

'auF nTbencr;c., AprCS cclia Naadi rcanrqc tre, a dit I Ccifusqui lcmcoirdc deccla arefsaa.d 
L;ysaU q;lIeC3rJinal Betlirion () fe mnotqae de TTA- feM Fefaxw'ns eva.sac, peld.grexta IA. OX-*A 

.as n t d, c ce #a'd swneit n,u nris pue fn pf'nr vf9:/estdext Ness pifam e'itaforme i Lis- fler es, 

rn . piaver Par cc ttste q'Arjltc avestt exut e- etslerErle, & rx'li fi la usn bu tfibet c ta . o. 
o,i;x B- sitre nujfwe o LU Triwt.t prfuaxin trA irut fees xt, u jESUS-CHtIalST-. .1. ial. 

itor;- 
(Q it 1a unt bels awor. SC tant ( ) "Jftilk ^ fes bfi kls. - 

,a.i proh e de fa fin il crfa un torrant dc larmcsa, (S) xvrtnsextbnredt fiptrie. El- 
cpl.n- & tca pcncre de douieur & d'efpcnranc ic Ie U soi se ruinsc pir Ic p l Rni Phlippe,c mai 
fQ h"rimploan la mi'cricordo du fooveain Ete. 11 Alesans:c l fit nt&bir a l pricT d'Ariace. 
c- aproavoit exfc.-caiao une fcntcnc d'Homc- Les habitanspoor r, oir ccp bic t cfin t () con - ( )-A- 

urna ex reS qi potc qu'l nc fCrd pr uial Dk facr n t de rrn a m de e Plclofi phc > &,' i 

Oyna de Jc rcvcir de natre de rhcmbne, afin d'd- bors qu'il fian mo Chalcis dansl;c d'Eabode?,,Jn 

m p aira lc gnc humaian. Ccroientsd prcEin- ilstnanfpostncan Tt os cihez eu., is dirceLnt 
bCe. qu tuinm dc riatarion du fls & Dicn. Voill unastd fr on monument, is donncsrent a c 

c ce qiu noas lifos dans Ccealius Rhodigima liule aom d'Ariftotc, & y ; rtnrt dans lafui- 
Son a daunrite dans un fait do cm nature ne te Iccrs aTcmblda. ndcriJle (x) dans b fa-C() Zti- 

i3dcc. vat grcs mrcux qTc ricn. D'Autrcs paLn' blcurcrdaiondecswoyges t que tout ceb l' . 
rubm pro- bl:ne a*remcnt des dern.crcs har s d'Ailoc. lb i encorc de ean tes cft-dirc dans Ic e 'a. 
n,' C() rs ,, irem nt qu' moatrs dc dtrpaidc at- X I V. fiede. W L 3e 

izajAre tvoir pa comprcndrc la causc do finus & da (T) Ifi a en es brstti' ae vanqgeienwe af. 
uramu. , rcflus de t'Euripe. Sur qUai qudclques Mo- fun imuse . . ke Us Aisnttxemsv ?sr.t t97. 
? b " de.t,n ont irvwerre ccrte fablc qui dcpuis aca flus de rre// ] Void asn paflc duP. Raan. 
?meea- ..c0 d quc C: Pllofophc fc preccipira daSm (n) Las Carpocrinsm (P) lent cndamncz (.) Co. 
wnv - Epc en dCant ces pa.-les a ,t . EriEpe poanr avoir mis Iimasec ce PUlo'ap ie a ;cc '-Z ' 

Q^' in. rt tmeuatn. s e pis qtuc lep jxkpi ntw s frxde. , cet dc d J su s-C U ST,& pr r.air S2. 
COsRITIDogencLecicc (d) cite n Ansrcur nommd ador par nc esxtrava2Snc d ctc poud t (f) Sv- 
Tric. Eumntlus . qai avot dt qu'Aiifiorc s'&int rCu- n do&rinc. Les Acticns (q) furcat excomno- i.i .s. 
a '- gi i Clulcis s'cmpoifionra i ri de 70.s. n a iprEslfc. & par Ics Aiens mme doantZL -u 

<utTnf- Apolltodore (e) mc paroat plus dt'ne dc foi: il a ils ioiimt forrus, parc qu'ils dooicnt i s lcumis 
tar mon- d t qje cc trantd homme mourat de masladie 3 . dirciples Ics Citcgorics d'Arihorc pcur Catc- ) ;,4 
U)licju rg dc 6j. ans. Hcims. Les Anrinomicrn {r) allcaent j-a anm 

inP.-au 
( R ) 11 eit dt lt fetiii ita ue' . ] STpoal- qes i ctxesco drimpiocc .qt de poraer plous 

s L 

adleiae. veda (f) run drs plus fdi rpde&a cc fage Payen q' la fagffc in- .. 
Cy. e fic, n'a C pins hCtC 3 Ileplacer parmi les ncriec.n Jen'ois jamoi blcn cotno qu'en . 
',- L b;icrurnas: ,1i a Cnourrtu publiquncmsen fon -ct cndrr , qu c agrae l Ecri ain ne fc 

opation, & p !r ecrir. Le Jcsuirc (rtfCws (t) donnoit pas 1a peane de conCultcr ls onrigina. 
() u . lc rs prenJ dxaroif etc tap hardi; tssi ne- J'awou qoe Baronins Cfos rsnne qu lc. P. 
^- ti monsil avoui qu'il incline n faoer d'Arifto Rapin eie dit qe Ices rpocem iav 

tes7j aib. i t c don l W'inrpmwe dcs ireags. , & cerec sssP celc dc J t s s- 
ex ent *eaU Ie La fafex de prler4frmatie. Joi- C HRI S'T clutls difoicnt wvoir cte faie par 

aCus. gc ae cci cc qe j'ai cit dc d a clius Rhod Pilatc , cdc c Pytha,gors, cclle dc Plaofo, 
g ie' ss, & cc quc dn dc ois orn ase - cdc dArifiOe, & qo'is lnr recndoicnt b ave- 

Yt:e . yute t c icm lar qrmin q oblige Aariotie neration qae Ics Paycm e tndoicnt u idols; 
re.', WS .at dA:cnsc Ac lsn le Giad a foutca mais cd nc merias pas d'&re allegu : car 
xia, (z- . oIts q B dit point qB e do i poi eq'J c tc. 
iZ&. L;;, A,r n srs dr h on rqn on con damtnaca C deiqse. tin,r'a *' 

. 
r . M r te V.ye sy. r p. .f . 6a i paroit pat quila aa,r ea p.ls dc i9le 

Figure 13 Pierre Bayle, Dictionaire Historique et Critique, 1697 
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SE CTION XI 195 

Curiosity attracted Strangers to Laugh, or to Listen; 
he would of a sudden, with one Hand out with his Gear, 
and piss full in their Eyes, and with the other, all to- 
bespatter' them with Mud. 

*IN Winter he went always loose and unbuttoned, 
and clad as thin as possible, to let in the ambient Heat; 
and in Summer, lapt himself close and thick to keep it out.2 

tI N all Revolutions of Government, he would make 
his Court for the Office of Hangman General; and in 
the Exercise of that Dignity, wherein he was very dex- 
trous, would make use of Ilno other Kizard than a long 
Prayer.3 

HE had a Tongue so Musculous and Subtil, that he 
could twist it'up into his Nose, and deliver a strange 
Kind of Speech from thence. He was also the first in 
these Kingdoms, who began to improve the Spanish 
Accomplishment of Braying;4 and having large Ears, 
perpetually exposed and arrect,5 he carried his Art to 
such a Perfection, that it was a Point of great Difficulty 
to distinguish either by the View or the Sound, between 
the Original and the Copy. 

HE was troubled with a Disease, reverse to that 
They affect Diferences in Hatit and Behaviour. 

t They are severe Persecutors, and all in a Form of Cant and Devotion. 
II Cromwell and his Confederates went, as they called it, to seek God, 

whAe they resolved to murther the King. 

Figure 14 Jonathan Swift, A Tale of a Tub, fifth edition, 1710 
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in Theobald's 1723 edition of Shakespeare Restored, and Theobald was using a 
specific taxonomic system of Pope's editing errors that would have made 
footnotes less effective for his purposes. 

Footnotes, like marginal notes, could take different forms. They declared 
their cultural allegiances by the forms they took; those writers who wished to 
appear learned but not scholarly used footnotes marked by symbols and a freer 
range of citation forms. Scholars, whose work was accountable to other scholars 
in a way that could be very polemical, marked their trail through the forest with 
more formal letter- and number-marked systems. We see an example of the first 
of these systems in Bernard Mandeville's Free Thoughts on Religion of 1720 
(Figure 15), which is almost nonchalant in the informality of its cited 
information. The second is satirized by Pope in his Dunciad Variations of 1729. 
As we see in this page (Figure 16), Pope is completely familiar with what by 
then were the conventions of the scholarly, as opposed to the gentlemanly, 
footnote: the numbers, the Latin references-ibid, op cit, loc cit, pag. ult., etc.- 
the nitpicking edition and page numbers.13 

If footnotes were largely standard by 1740, they were brought to a state 
almost completely moder by the later part of the century. David Hume's 
History of England from 1767 gives an idea of how standard historical works 
were footnoted around midcentury. (Figure 17) Hume tells us here what he has 
read, but, like Tillemont's, his citations make no judgments about the 
trustworthiness of acuity of his sources. Hume's footnotes are flat, passive, 
purely citational-albeit with little publication information. The footnote was 
awaiting its definitive artist, and in Edward Gibbon he arrived. The bottom note 
as a literary form probably reached no higher point than it did in the hands of 
Gibbon, whose 1776 Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire (1776-1787) 
remains today both a research wonder and a stylistic masterpiece. Gibbon 
excelled at both citation and discursive notes, melding them into a consistent 
learned descant that weaves through his text.'4 His citation notes are very 

13 
Probably the greatest satire on pedantic scholarship ever written, the Dunciad Variorum was a true 

variorum, to which Pope invited Swift and other friends to submit parodic "notes" (which were signed 
"Bentley" and "Theobald" among other names). The language's most scathing satire on scholarly forms 
thus evolved hardly three decades after the forms themselves coalesced. 

14 We are so used to reading Gibbon as a dialogue, with one eye on the notes, that it comes as 
something of a shock to learn in Gibbon's Memoirs that his preference was for his notes to be at the end 
of each volume, or, better yet, bound into separate volumes at the end of the series. (The Basel octavo 
edition of 14 volumes, Gibbon's favorite, was without footnotes; all notes were packed into the last two 
volumes.) Indeed, his first volume of the first edition of Decline and Fall, printed in February 1776, 
contains no footnotes; all notes are at the end of the quarto volume. Not until the second and third 
volumes were published in 1781 do we see the familiar complex footnotes. Gibbon states regretfully in 
the Memoirs that "public importunity" had forced him to move his notes from end of volume to foot of 
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SEC TION XI 195 

Curiosity attracted Strangers to Laugh, or to Listen; 
he would of a sudden, with one Hand out with his Gear, 
and piss full in their Eyes, and with the other, all to- 
bespatter1 them with Mud. 

*IN Winter he went always loose and unbuttoned, 
and clad as thin as possible, to let in the ambient Heat; 
and in Summer, lapt himself close and thick to keep it out.2 

tIN all Revolutions of Government, he would make 
his Court for the Office of Hangman General; and in 
the Exercise of that Dignity, wherein he was very dex- 
trous, would make use of llno other Yizard than a long 
Prayer.3 

HE had a Tongue so Musculous and Subtil, that he 
could twist it'up into his Nose, and deliver a strange 
Kind of Speech from thence. He was also the first in 
these Kingdoms, who began to improve the Spanish 
Accomplishment of Braying;4 and having large Ears, 
perpetually exposed and arrect,5 he carried his Art to 
such a Perfection, that it was a Point of great Difficulty 
to distinguish either by the View or the Sound, between 
the Original and the Copy. 

HE was troubled with a Disease, reverse to that 

Thy affect Differences is Habit and Beaviour. 
t They are revere Persecutors, andall in a Form of Caand aDevotio. 
11 Cromwell and his Confederates wtt, as they called it, to seek God, 

when they resolved to murther the King. 

Figure 14 Jonathan Swift, A Tale of a Tub, fifth edition, 1710 

page, though it was probably pressure from his printer, William Strahan, who had received a letter from 
David Hume praising the book but complaining about the note structure of the first edition. 

Gibbon's preference for endnotes over footnotes is almost inexplicable except in terms of his 
own internal conflicts over issues of readability. Looking at the rare copies of his first volume without 
footnotes, one can see that the page is less busy and more inviting than the more familiar be-noted pages 
of later volumes. Gibbon also had no ready models of genuinely well-written and completely sourced 
writing; within the immense world of antiquarian learning he had explored for twenty years before 
beginning his project, there were beautifully written books and there were completely cited books, but 
almost no books that coupled scholarly apparatus with modem stylistic appeal. Bayle came closest, but 
his dialogic textual relations were arbitrary and scattered (though often delightful and witty). Most 
footnoted texts were turgid and pedantic. Gibbon himself had no Gibbon as his model for successful 
dialogic and citational integration. Thus, despite his book's success, he distrusted to the end of his life 
the stylistic possibilities of notational strategies that he (and Strahan) had invented in the Decline and 
Fall, complaining in 1791 that "I have often repented of my complyance" with the public importunity 
for footnotes (194). 
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2 TESTIMONIES of AUTHORS. 

tors are wont to infift upon fuch, and how material they feem 'to 
themfelves if to none other. Forgive me therefore gentle reader, if 

(following learned example) I ever and anon become tedious; allow 
me to take the fame pain to find whether my author were good or 
bad, well or ill-natured, modeft or arrogant; as another: whether h;s 
were fair or brown, fiort or tall, or whether he.wore a coat or a caffock ? 

WE purpofed to begin with his Life, Parentage and Education': but 
as to thefe, even his Cotemporaries do exceedingly differ. One faith, 
he was educated at home s; another that he was bred abroad at St. 
Omer's by jefuits 2; a third, not at St Omer's, but at Oxford 3; a 
fourth, that he had no Univerfity education at all 4. Thofe who allow 
him to. be bred at home, differ as much concerning his Tutor: One 
Ifith, he was kept by his father on purpofe s; a fecond, that he was 
an itinerant prieft 6; a third, that he was a parfon7;'one calleth 
him a fecular clergyman of die church of Rome s; another, a Monk. 9 
As little agree they about his Father; whom one fuppofeth, like the 
faiher of Hetid, a tradefman or merchant10; another a hufband- 
man, &c. it Nor hath an author been wanting to give our Poet fuch 
a Father, as Apukius hath to Plato, Iamblicus to Pythagoras, and divers 
to Homer; namely a Dmncn: For thus Mr. Gildon. 12 " Certain it 
'c is, that his Original is not from Adam but the devil, and that he 

wanteth nothing but horns and tail to be the exa&t refemblance of 
" his infernal father." Finding therefore fuch contrariety of opinions, 
and (whatever be ours of this fort of generation) not being fond to 
'nter into controverfy, we fhall defer writing the life of our Poet, till 
authqrs can determine among themfelves what parents or education 
he had, or whether he had any education or parents at all ? 

i Gilets aess Lives of Poets, vol. 2. in his life. z Denni's reflct. on the Effay on Crit. 
3 Dunciad differted, p. +. 4 Guardian, NO. 40. 5 7acob, ib. 6 Dune. 
diff . id. '7 Farmer P. and his fon, ibid. verfe 32. 8 Dune. dif. 9 Cha- 
raers of the Times, p. +;. to. Female Dunciad, pag. ult. t Dune. diffel. 
it. Whom Mr. Curl (Kcy to the Dune. Ift. edit.) declares to be author of the CharalFer of 
Mr. Pspe and his writings, ia letter to a friend, printed for S. Popping. 1716. where this parage 
is to be found, pig. io. 

Proceed 

Figure 16 Alexander Pope, The Dunciad Variorum, 1729 
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the rabble fet fire to the hioufes, and made way thro' the flames to exercife their Chap. X.. 

pillage and violence*; the ufual licentioufiaefs of London, which the fovereigrei 
I t9 

power with difficulty rcftrair.eJ, broke out with fury, and contiiuLd thfe rout- 

rages; the houfes of the rich citizens, tho' ChriAians, were next attacked and 

plundered t; and weariAefs and fatiety at Intl put an end to tbe diflbder : Yet 
when' the King impowered Glanville, the jKPAticiary, to inquire into the authors 
of thefe'crimes the guilt was found to involn fo many of the moft conriderable 

inhabitants, that it was deemed more prudent\'o drop the profecu tion; and very 
few fuffered the punifhment due to this enormity j. But the dirorder flopped n6r. 

at London.. Tile inhabitants of the other cities of England, hearing of this exte 

ciation of the Jews, imitated the barbarous example 11; and in York, five huridred 

of that -nation, who had retired into the cafile for fafery, avd foundrhenfelves un- 

able to dcfend the place, murdered their own wives and children, t'hieW the dead 

bodies over the walls,upon thc populace, and then ferting. fire to ihe houfes,. pe-.. 

rifhed in the flames j. The gtntrj of the neighbourhood, who were all indebted 

to the Jews, ran to the cathedral, whiere their bonds were kept, a'nd rqiade a foerna 

bonefire of the papers before the altar 4 
THE antient firuation of England, when the people pofTefied little riches and.'' 

the publ'ic, no credit, made it inmpofrible for the fuvc'reigns, t6 bearthe expences of. 

a fleady or durabl'e war, even en their frontiers ;' much lefs could they find'regu- 
Jar means for the fupport of.fuch diftant expeditions as thofe into P'alefline, whicht'. 

were more the refult of popular frenzy thani of fubcr reafoav or deliberate, policy. 

Richard, therefore, knew, that hie muft carry with hiim allI;the treafare reqtififte 

for his' enterprize,, and that both the remotenefs of his ownt couhcry and its po- 

verty made it unable to furnifh hiim with thofe continued fuppliest "whikh the exi- 

gencies of fo perilous a war muLl neceffarily requiire. -His fathe'~ had le1fIt him a 

trcafure of above an hundred thoufandi marks*; and the King.,.negliggent of~ 

every intereft, but that of prefent glory, cndceavoured to augfmntiexttisfum by 

all expedients however pernicious to the public, or dangerous to royal autho,-_ 
riyt eput to fale the reveniues and mianors of the cro'wn-;.th.f sOf. 

grcatefl trtLft anid power, even thiofec of fvrcffcr iind theriff, which 'antiently were 

fo important $, became venal; the dlignicy of chiief jufliciary, -in whofe. hands. 

*Ant,.Waverl. p. t63. Knyghton, P. 24.p.I t1 Ilovedcn, p. 657. Be-zd. b. .-e 

,%I. Parit, p. 108. W. Hceming. P. 514. Dico .67. Kngho.p:41 

IChion.dcDunft. P.43. W)kc!. P. 34. WN. Ilecning. p. 516. Diclw, .6' 

jHovcdcn, p. 66'. Bt--cd.- Abb. p. Si6. MI. ~ p. is. . W. Ileanng P. p8.- 

*--iovcdcn, p. 656. fI B&ncdi. Abb. p. ~8 
:The fheriff had anticntly both the admtinMfr2ti:m of jt.alicc and them raaagement of thec King's 

-evcnaue cemmittcd to hint in the countvy. Stt IThr ef Srj .c&tn. . . 
ws 

Figure 17 David Hume, History of England, edition of 1767 
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complete, including author, title, volume, place of publication, and section or 
page; and his discursive notes are impressive and wide-ranging in their learning, 
blending immense comparative reading with Gibbon's own cool wit and 
subtlety. Gibbon's footnotes act as a textual antistrophe, juxtaposing his decline 
narrative of the millennia-long decay of Rome with a progression narrative 
about the rise and development of defensible analytical historical methods 
culminating in him, Gibbon, and his book, a phoenix out of the ashes of Rome 
(Figure 18).15 

Professionalization and Formalization 

During the nineteenth century, the footnote techniques of Gibbon's time 
were formalized but not radically changed. The term footnote itself does not 
enter the language, according to the Oxford English Dictionary, until 1841. The 
great formalizers of scholarly writings were, of course, the German scholars and 
scientists of the early and middle nineteenth century. Leopold von Ranke, 
Hermann von Helmholtz, Alexander von Humboldt, Wilhelm Wundt, and other 
famous German scholars set a tone and created methodologies that no scholar 
anywhere in the Western world could afford to ignore. But in terms of citation 
structures, they added little to the synthesis that Gibbon had already achieved. In 
Figure 19 we can see a page from the 1844 English translation of Ranke's 
magisterial History of the Reformation in Germany of 1839. Ranke, like Gibbon, 
masterfully mixes citation and discursive notes (though his discursive notes are 
nowhere near as witty or dialogic-with-text as Gibbon's). His extraordinary 
command of his sources, from ancient church documents through contemporary 
nineteenth-century scholarship, is clear. But Ranke's footnotes assume a 
bifurcated readership more clearly than Gibbon's, in part because "historian" is 
already becoming a professional self-definition for Ranke that it never 
completely became for Edward Gibbon, Esquire. 

Gibbon's audience in 1776 had consisted of general intellectual readers- 
most of them men who had been educated, as he had, in the classics. When he 
was attacked for his cool and agnostic assessment of early Christianity, it was on 
doctrinal rather than on methodological grounds. Gibbon's notes reflect enough 
bibliographical information to allow such an audience to find the texts he was 
using and to check him if they so desired, but the audience for his notes was 

15 And when one picks up one of the synoptic nineteenth-century editions of Gibbon, like H. H. 
Milman's, which evaluate his use of sources with their own footnotes, one gets the vertiginous dialogic 
prospect of hearing a conversation in which, for instance, Milman comments on Guizot's comments on 
Ste. Croix's comments on Gibbon's comments on Quintus Curtius. 
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ISct THE DECLINE AND FALL - 

C H A P., wT;Cho, in the firft moments of his reign, acknowledg&l and adored 
XX. 

V tiee majefty of tha trie and only God '.- The teamned Eufebiius has 
'afcribed th& faith of Co'nnfantine, to the miraculous fign.which was 

- difplayed in the heavens whilIf he meditated and prepared theItalia t 

A.DY. 3 e'pedidon' Thehiftorian.Zofimus maliciouflyaferts, thattheem-. 

peror had imbrued his handS in the blood of his eldeft fon, befcre he 
A.D. 7 publicry renounced thd'gods of Rome and of his anceftors . The 

perprexity- produced by thefe difcordant authorities, is derived from 

the behaviour of Conftantine himfel'f Accordingto the fti&nefs of 

ecclefiaftical language, the firft of the Chrifian emperors was un- 

worthy of that name, till the moment of his death; fince it'was only. 

a. IX 3p. during his lafi illnefs that he received, as a catechumen, the impo- 
fition of hands', and was after,~i'ards admitted, by the initiatory 
rites of baptifin, into the number of the faithful' .The Chriftianity. 
of Conffantine muft be allowed in a much more vague and qualified' 

Laalant. Divin. Inflitut . i. vii-. 27. 

The rtft and moftimportant of thefe paf- 
fages is "indeed wanting in twenty-eight 
nanufcripts; but it is found in nineteen. If 

we weigh the comparative value of thore ma- 

nufcripts, one of go9 years old, in the king 
of France's library, may biK alleged in its 
favour; but the paffage is omitted in the cor- 
ret manufcript. of Bologna,, which the P. 
de Montfancon aftribes to the fixth or feventh 

century (Dianium Italic. p. 409-). The 
tafle of mofi of the editors (except lfans, fee 
Laaant. edit. Dufrefnoy, tom. i. p. pS9.)' 
has felt th4 genuine flyle of La&antius. 

Eufeb. in Vit. Confiant. i. i.. C. Z7-32. 

That rite was ai-uayj ufed in making a 
catechumen (fet Bingham'3 Antiquities, 1. x. 
cs . p. 49.i Dom. Chardon, Hift,des Sa- 
cremens, ton. i. p. 6z.), and Conflantine. 
received, it for thefr# time (Eueb. in Vit. 

2. 

Conflant. 1. iV.- c. 6s.) immediately before 
his baptirm and death. From the-connetion 
of thefe two fa&, Valeflus (ad loc.Eufeb.X, 
has drawn the conclifton which is reluaandy 
admitted by Tillemont (Hifi. des Empereurs, 
tom. iv. p. 628.), and oppqred with feeble 
arguments by Mofheim (p. 968.). 6 Eufeb. in Vit-. Conftantc 1. iv. c. 6s, 
62, 63. The legend of Conflantine's bap. 
tifm at Rome, thirteen years before his death., 
was invented in- the eighth century, as a- 
proper motive for his donaticn, Such has. 
been the gradual progrefs of kn'owledge,. 
that a flory, of which. Cardinal Baronius 9 
(Annal. Ecclcfiaft. A, D. 3z4, No. 4.3--494) 
declared himfelf the unblulhieg advocate, 'I 
now feebly fupported,. even w%ithin the verge 
ofthe Vatican. See the AntiquitatesChrifti.. 
anx, tom. ii. p. 232:; a work.p'pblifhed wi-'th. 
fix approbations at'Rome, in the year 175!,. 
by Father. Mamachi, a Iearhed Dominican, 

fenfe. 

Figure 18 Edward Gibbon, History Qf the Decline and Fall gf the Roman Empire, 
Volume 2, 1781 (with footnotes rather than endnotes) 
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120 POSITION OF THE PAPACY [BooK II. 

days, others to which one for 7000 or 80C0 years are attached: one 

morning benediction of peculiar efficacy was seat by a pope to a king of 

Cyprus; whosoever repeats the prayer of the venerable Bede the requisite 
number of times, the Virgin Mary will be at hand to help him for thirty 

days before his death, and will not suffer him to depart unabsolved. The 
most extravagant expressions were uttered in praise of the Virgin: " The 
eternal Daughter of the eternal Father, the heart of the indivisible 

Trinity:" it was said, " Glory be to the Virgin, to the Father, and to the 
Son."' Thus, too, were the saints invoked as meritorious servants of 
God, who, by their merits, could win our salvation, and could extend 

peculiar protection to those who believed in them; as, for example, St. 

Sebaldus, "the most venerable and holy captain, helper and defender 
of the imperial city of Nurnberg." 

Relics were collected with great zeal. Elector Frederick of Saxony 
gathered together in the church he endowed at Wittenberg, 50o5 particles, 
all preserved in entire standing figures, or in exquisitely wrought reliquaries, 
which were shown to the devout people every year on the Monday after 
Misericordia.2 In the presence of the princes assembled at the diet, the 

high altar of the cathedral of Treves was opened, and " the seamless coat 
of our dear Lord Jesus Christ," found in it; the little pamphlets in which 
this miracle was represented in wood-cuts, and announced to all the world, 
are to be found in the midst of the acts of the diet.8 Miraculous images of 
Our Lady were discovered ;-one, for example, in Eischel in the diocese of 
Constance; at the Iphof boundary, by the road-side, a sitting figure of 
the Virgin, whose miracles gave great offence to the monks of Birklingen, 
who possessed a similar one; and in Regensburg, the beautiful image, for 
which a magnifieent church was built by the contributions of the faithful, 
out of the ruins of a synagogue belonging to the expelled Jews. Miracles 
were worked without ceasing at the tomb of Bishop Benno in Meissen; 
madmen were restored to reason, the deformed became straight, those in- 
fected with the plague were healed; nay, a fire at Merseburg was ex- 

tinguished by Bishop Bose merely uttering the name of Benno while 
those who doubted his power and sanctity were assailed by misfortunes.4 
When Trithemius recommended this miracle-worker to the pope for 
canonization, he did not forget to remark that he had been a rigid and 

energetic supporter of the church party, and had resisted the tyrant 
Henry IV.~ So intimately were all these ideas connected. A confra- 
ternity formed for the purpose of the frequent repetition of the rosary 
(which is, in fact, nothing more than the devout and affectionate recollec- 
tion of the joys of the Holy Virgin), was founded by Jacob Sprenger, the 

I Extracts from the prayer-books: Hortulus Anime, Salus Animae, Gilgengart, 
and others in Riederer, Nachrichten zur Buchergeschichte, ii. 1 57-41 1. 

s The second Sunday after Easter, so called from the Introit for that Sunday 
in the Roman Missal, which begins, " Misericordia Domini plena est terra," and 
gives the key to the variable parts of the Mass. Zaygung des Hochlobwiirdigsten 
Heligthums, 5o9. (The Showing of the most venerable Relics, 1 509.) Extract 
in Heller's Lucas Kranach, ., p. 350. 

s Chronicle of Limpurg in Hontheim, p. 1122. Browerus is again very solemn 
on this occasion. 

4 Miracula S. Bennonis ex impresso, Roma 1521, in Mencken, Scriptores Rer. 
Germ. ii. p. 1887. 6 His letter in Rainaldus, 10o6, nr. 42. 

Figure 19 Leopold von Ranke, History of the Reformation in Germany, 1839, 
translation of 1844 
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assumed to be gentleman-scholars like him-men who had not read as deeply or 
widely as he had, perhaps, but not historical specialists.16 Ranke is not in quite 
the same position, though his notes look much the same. By 1839, within a 
German scholarly tradition then over fifty years old, Ranke's audience was 
divided. He did have lay readers, who could read his detailed narrative of the 
sixteenth century for the important cultural history it was without consulting or 
judging his use of sources, but he was also writing for other specialist 
historians-some of them his enemies-who could and would scan his footnotes 
closely for evidence of what he had found and what he had missed. For the 
former audience, detailed publication information about nonarchival materials in 
citation notes was not needed; for the latter audience, it was redundant. Ranke 
does not have to give a complete reference citation to Milman's History of Latin 
Christianity because there was only one edition of it; his audience either would 
not seek it out or probably already owned it. 

But Ranke had to consider such issues, as do we.17 It is this gradual 
professionalization of German scholarship, with its competitive and even 
agonistic edge, that would drive the forms and methods of citation systems 
henceforward, especially in the developing American academic world. When 
American scholars returned from German universities in the nineteenth century 
to establish the American university system of graduate research institutions 
superadded to undergraduate colleges, they brought with them the German 
attitude toward citation rather than the English. This loyalty to scholarly 
precision met the more indigenous English-based attitude of gentleman- 
amateurism in writing from sources, and the resulting mixture of attitudes took 
more than a century to sort out. Should sourced writing conceive of a popular or 
a specialist audience? Were footnotes a necessity or mere "booksellers' 
learning"? From 1865 onward the movement in citation systems in America- 
which increasingly provided the world a model-was toward more professional 
formalization. More and more, in all fields, scholarly work was seen as written 

16 Says Gibbon in his Memoirs, "Twenty happy years have been animated by the labour of my history; 
and it's [sic] success has given me a name, a rank, a character in the world to which I should not 
otherwise have been entitled.... [An author] should not be indifferent to the fair testimonies of private 
and public esteem. Even his social sympathy may be gratified by the idea, that, now in the present hour, 
he is imparting some degree of amusement or knowledge to his friends in a distant land: that, one day 
his mind will be familiar to the grandchildren of those who are yet unborn" (187-88). Twenty happy 
years! Amusement or knowledge! This is a voice antithetical to professionalism. For Gibbon, it was his 
mind that would live in his history, not his professional methodology. 

17 See Grafton's excellent chapter on Ranke and his professional methodological detractors and enemies 
in The Footnote. 
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for a delimited discourse community that wanted specific sorts of information 
about, attitudes toward, and access to the works that undergird the text at hand. 
But what forms were to be used, standardized upon? Early disciplinary 
journals-even PMLA-show a riot of different notational systems at work, 
ranging from rudimentary symbol-based notes to completely modern-looking 
numbered notes a la Gibbon. There were no formal rules. 

Here is the historical point at which the genre of printers' manuals, which 
had existed in cruder forms at least since the seventeenth century, begin to segue 
over into formal manuals for authors and editors-into style manuals. The US 
Geological Survey published its Suggestions for the Preparation of Manuscript 
in 1892, beginning the regularization of formats within the government. The 
booklet, authored by William Croffut, proposed footnote format consisting of 
author, full title, place of publication, date, and page (13).18 In 1894 the US 
Government Printing Office issued its first Manual of Style, which relied on 
Croffut and on the earlier English Hart's Rules for Compositors and Readers 
from the Oxford University Press. These were still primarily printers' manuals, 
however, that detailed the conventions of word-splitting, spellings of names of 
countries, and of punctuation usage for professional compositors (Howell x-xi). 
The first style manual really to be used primarily by authors and editors was the 
University of Chicago Press Manual of Style, whose first edition was published 
in 1906. Though this book was still largely for use within the publishing house, 
it does contain four pages of "Hints to Authors and Editors" and three pages on 
"Footnotes" (Figure 20). 

It was not until this first Manual of Style appeared that some real 
standardization appeared in footnoting. The Chicago Manual formalized the 
elements of footnoting that scholars had recognized de facto for centuries as 
necessary for useful source searching: It provided for consecutive numbered 
footnotes, for a limited amount of latinate reference to prevent repetition, and for 
standardized publication information. For book references, it suggested author, 
title, place of publication, date, and pages; for periodical references, it required 
journal title, volume number, date, and pages. Both of these Manual of Style 
formats assumed that readers might want to search out and use all the sources 
mentioned by an author, and the information required was meant to do that, and 
nothing more. 

18 Croffut's pithy little book is still worth reading today. "The primary function of a foot-note," he says, 
"is the publication of matter which is unimportant to most readers but important to a few. It is also 
legitimately used for parenthetic and partially irrelevant matter of such extent that its insertion in the 
main text would interrupt the logical sequence. These considerations should determine doubts as to 
whether given matter should be included in the text or in foot-notes" (7). 
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Manual of Style: Footnotes 71 

FOOTNOTES 

214. For reference indices, as a rule, use superior figures. 
Onlyin special cases should asterisks, daggers, etc., 
be employed; for instance, in tabular or algebraic 
matter, where figures would be likely to cause con- 
fusion. index figures in the text should be placed 
after the punctuation marks: 
.... the niceties of style which were then invading Attic 
prose,' and which made .... 

paticnlar the avoidance of hiats. 

Fp-yS+yl,. 
Schk's equation. 

When figures are not used, the sequence of indiceq 
should be: 
* ("ssterir:" or "star"), t ("dagger"), t ("double dagger"), 
? ("section mark"), I[ ("prallels"), 1 ("paragraph mark"). 

215. Where references to the same work follow each other 
closely and uninterruptedly, use ibid. instead of 

repeating the title. This ibid. takes the place of as 
much of the previous reference as is repeated. 
Ibid. should, however, not ordinarily be used for the 
first footnote on a verso (left-hand) page; it is better 
usage either to repeat the title, if short, or to use 
loc. cit. or op. cit.: 

Spencer, Princples of Sociology, chap. 4. 
' Ibid. 
3 bid., chap. 5. 

Spencer, loc. cis. 

Figure 20 University of Chicago Press, Manual of Style, 1906 
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The Chicago format was gradually adopted, either formally or informally, 
by many presses and most humanities disciplines. It was used with elasticity, 
however, and a flexible adaptation to the "house style" of different journals. The 
Modern Language Association, which had been founded in 1884 to promote the 
study of the vernacular languages, had from the beginning provided de facto 
models of citation style for the humanities in its journal, PMLA, but for many 
years its requirements were informal. Authors for early numbers of PMLA 
could, for instance, still choose to use the "gentlemanly" English system of 
footnote symbols rather than numbers. After 1906, however, many PMLA 
articles began to move toward Chicago style (Figure 21). Through the first half 
of this century, few changes were rung on Chicago footnote style within the 
humanities, and hundreds of thousands of students were put through their paces 
on footnote conventions for research papers. By 1927 the Chicago Manual had 
grown considerably, to a ninth edition of four hundred pages, and it had become 
a rather forbidding and specialized tome. The University of Chicago Press asked 
Kate Turabian, who was Dissertation Secretary at the Harper Library, to write a 
simpler and more directive version of the Style Manual's guidelines for 
dissertation and thesis writers, and in 1937 the first edition of Turabian's 
Manual for Writers of Dissertations appeared. Turabian's book became the 
popular version of the Style Manual, and "Turabian style" came over the next 
six decades to be a standard for the humanities. 

By the middle of the twentieth century, most citation formats had been 
brought to a recognizable state of modernity. In the second part of this essay 
(Rhetoric Review 17.2, Spring 1999), we will see how those formats demanded 
different epistemic values and how different fields made self-defining choices 
by their use of them. 
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Now the least Christian feature in the legend is the Fisher 
King and his cult. The parallelism with Christ apparently 
stops with the name Fisher. If we disregard for the 
moment the version of Robert, the ritual in which he 

appears is certainly not founded on the synoptic accounts of 
the Last Supper, and the striking features of it have no 
immediate counterpart in Christian or Biblical lore.1 The 
true explanation I believe is to be sought elsewhere. Be- 
fore proceeding further, however, it will be well to grasp 
clearly his salient traits as they present themselves in the 
various versions of the legend. 

The following abbreviations will be used: 

C. Crestien, before 1180.2 
W. Wolfram, about 1217.3 

Wa. Wauchier de Denain.' 
G. Gerbert de MontreuiL6 

M. Manessier.6 
R. Robert de Boron.7 

1I do not wish to imply that the Eucharist and the Grail ceremony may 
not go back to similar primitive rites; see Eisler, Orgins of the Eucharist, 
cited below. 

2 Wechssler, Sage, 148 if. The Conti dd Graal is dedicated to Philip of 
Flandera Inasmuch as Philip was a patron of letters (cf. Brake.mann, 
Les plu anciens chansonniers franyais, 1891, p. 13), Crestien's praise of him 
requires no special explanation. Thus we can agree with Gaston Paris 
(Journal des Savants, 1902, p. 305), that the poem was written about 1175. 

3 Martin, Parvzial, p. xii. 
4 Paul Meyer, Rom., xxx, 583. For the best synopsis see Jessie L 

Weston, Legend of Sir Percval, London, 1906, ch. u. Wauchitr also 
translated a series of Saints Lives for Philip, Marquis de Namur. I do 
not here distinguish between Wauchier and Pseudo-Wauchier (see Heinzel, 
op. cit.), as I am not yet prepared to take sides on the question; see Jean- 
roy, Revue des lang. rom. (1907), L, 541-544. 

5Also author of the bonte de la Vwlette; see raus, Ueber Gerb. de 
iontreui4, 1897; Wilmotte, Gerb. de M. et 1 us qur i lui ont attribuS, 
Brussels, 1900, and Grober's Grundris, In, 509. 

6Martin, op. cit., p. li. 
Cf. above; the abbreviation (R.) will be used only for the Metrica 

Joseph. 

Figure 21 PMLA, 1909 
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